
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a senior relationship. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior relationship

Develop and share local client and market knowledge, and actively
participate to Product Development
Anticipate impact of local market changes for clients, develop and share
knowledge on industry, competition and regulatory developments
Participate in the design and implementation of new/enhanced products and
services within and across locations
Proactively participates in a joint company-strategic account planning process
that develops mutual performance objectives, financial targets, and critical
milestones for a one and three-year period
Owns the contract and contract renewals with existing clients including
SOW’s
Meets targets for profitable growth and expansion, and strategic objectives
in assigned accounts
Achieves defined revenue targets in designated strategic accounts
Maintains high customer satisfaction ratings that meet company goals
Meeting annual revenue, business generation, referral and calling goals
Be an expert in assessing potential clients and transactions with an eye
toward safety and soundness

Qualifications for senior relationship

Ideally, 10 years of experience in financial services, including 8 years of
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Strong understanding of investment manager middle and back office and
post trade execution workflow
Proven ability to recommend and implement solutions to automate the trade
communication and client reporting workflow
Skills in negotiation, relationship management, leadership, and conflict
resolution are necessary to influence and service the relationships
Complete (oral, written and presentation) communication skills and the ability
to foster positive interaction with external and internal parties are needed to
sustain maximum levels of effective interaction
Strong analytical skills and cross functional knowledge are required to identify
and evaluate issues/opportunities and implement solutions/process
improvements


